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EVEN GOOD COPS GO BAD...Rookie cop Tommy Boyd learns the hard way that those that wear

badges can be as ruthless as those they hunt when he is taken under the wing of Captain Ty

Reeves, a self-proclaimed, "Destroyer Among Destroyers."A THIN LINE BETWEEN HEROES AND

MONSTERS...Reeves is eager to teach his new rookie that the rules don't apply to his division; the

coveted SIS: Special Investigation Section. The section of the Las Vegas Metro Police with the most

arrests, the most convictions, and the most officer involved shootings in the history of the city. A

CHOICE IS ALL THAT'S LEFT...Tommy sees that Reeves uses his badge with fearlessness and

fury to destroy those he's deemed a threat. SIS is well protected and lucrative for those that play

along. For those that don't, they're seen as no better than the criminals they chase. When a woman

that knows too much comes into Reeves' sights, Tommy must make the choice to protect her, or

Reeves and SIS.Stuck in the middle between duty and the corruption and violence of SIS, Tommy

must choose which side of the line he's on. But if he makes the wrong choice, he may not be around

long enough to regret it. ABOUT THE AUTHORVictor Methos is a former prosecutor and currently a

criminal defense attorney in the Midwest. His more than thirty books have sold nearly half a million

copies worldwide.He may be reached through his blog at www.methosreview.blogspot.com
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If you are interested in crime thrillers, all of Victor Methos books are good. Real easy to read and

FAST paced. Read all of his books IN ORDER.

Very much enjoyed this book by Victor Methos, I have read all his Jon Stanton series of books and

this didn't disappoint. It's a fast paced book that hooks you in, a very easy read but thoroughly

enjoyable.

This was my first read by this author; I am on my second and third. I recommend them all, thus far.

I've read all of Victor Methos' "Jon Stanton" series and enjoyed them all. This novel is every bit as

good as they are! As always, the good characters are somewhat dark, the villains are VERY dark,

and the action is fast and frantic. The book begins with our protagonist (Officer Tommy Boyd) going

up against two bad guys who have Uzis, and all he has is four shots left in his Desert Eagle. Plus,

they're all in the dark. So our hero jumps out into the open, where both the bad guys open up on

him. He fires two bullets in the direction of the flash from the first Uzi, and one in the direction of the

other. "I felt the bullets tear into my flesh. Chunks were flying off me...." Needless to say, he

survives, and it just keeps getting better after that.Drawn into the elite and clandestine SIS (Special

Investigation Section)of the Las Vegas Metro Police Department by its renegade Captain, Ty

Reeves, Tommy is soon immersed in a world of deeply disturbed criminals, and maybe even more

deeply disturbed cops. The more he sees of the diabolical criminal element, the more he

understands that they must be eliminated. But does that end justify the means that SIS uses? That's

Tommy's dilemma. And when he gets intimately involved in those means, he must make a very

quick decision.That's all; read it and find out what he does. You will enjoy this book!

This is the third book I have read buy Methos. One was good, two were okay. This is one that is just

okay. If you like detective thrillers you will probably like this book, so read it. It is short; even if it

turns out it wasn't for you, it will be a fast read. Methos is a good writer, and with reading even when

he is not at his best.

One of Victors shoot em up and knock em down books. Not as deep as most of his writing but good

to pass a few hours. Fairly standard story line rooky cop with guts and wanting to do whats right

gets involved with a police squad that definitely doesn't do things by the book. To most they are film



star cops but there is a growing resentment from I.A.D when a number of suspects turn up

dead!There is the usual romance in between the shooting punch ups and murders with a

predictable ending.3 stars is about right for this one.

The book was a quick read that held my interest, but it seemed like it lacked full-bodied richness

and flavor. There were a number of points where the suspense could have been expanded and

filled with more detail, but where the scene just jumped to an expected conclusionLike many of

today's movies and TV shows, the author had to add an element of vulgar sex with the assumption

that titillating some reader's pruritic interests somehow compensates for good writing. I was

surprised to see this type of dialog in a book with a Biblical quote in the preface.The author appears

to have talent in developing a story line and hopefully with more experience and refinement he will

become a credible author.

Unlike many new self-published authors, Victor Methos really cares about his craft. The book is well

written and edited with care. It is a quick read, fast-paced with good character development. Yes,

many of the characters are caricatures, with the corrupt evil cop, the innocent cute Hispanic girl and

the moral-keeping ex-soldier. The cliches notwithstanding, the action is good and fast, as long as

you can suspend disbelief for just a while since after what seems like years of this corrupt cop force

running their own show, it all comes apart in two days. But it does keep the pace quick! All-in-all, a

fun read and I would gladly pick up other works by the author. You won't waste your time or money

reading this book.
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